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Solicitation RFP 22-06-DC - District Wide VOIP Service

Buying Organization Santa Rosa County School Board

No Question/Answer Question Date

Q1 Question: Service Address Request

What will be the official service address?

Answer: The primary service address can be listed as 5086 Canal Street, Milton, FL 32570. However,

the District Wide VOIP Service is to be provided for 65+ schools and departments within Santa Rosa

County, FL, for the School District.

02/08/2022

Q2 Question: PRICING FORM

Hello Ms Cooper, I was just wondering if the school district will be providing a pricing form for us to

provide the cost? thank you

Answer: The School District will not be providing a pricing form. Please provide your company’s pricing

in a tabulated format.

02/10/2022

Q3 Question: EXTEND DUE DATE

Due to the fact that there is only 28 days in February and Presidents Day is a Holiday, we were

wondering if you can extend the due date to be 3-8-2022. thank you

Answer: We will not be able to extend the due date for this RFP. We appreciate your diligence and look

forward to your submission.

02/10/2022



No Question/Answer Question Date

Q4 Question: Santa Rosa VOIP Service

"Section 3.4 - Unlimited number of user/extensions without an additional per user/extension license

cost."

- Adding users down the road will come with associated costs.  License extension costs plus applicable

hardware if requested. This is typical for how cloud hosted billing works. Will this be acceptable?

- How many total user extensions/seats are wanted on the RFP?  I see '390' (7.1) phone numbers plus

extensions and also '129' (7.2) phone numbers plus extensions.  Total = 519?

- Out of the desired extensions (519?), will you want all to have a desk phone associated with them, or

will some need a desk phones and others just a soft phone client?  If so, how many of each?

Answer: Ques.: “Will this be acceptable?” – Resp.: Possibly, depending on how licensing works based

on your product / proposal. // Ques.: “How many total user extensions/seats are wanted on the RFP?” –

Resp.: All district staff would need an internal extension, to be able to use a softphone / smartphone

app as needed. We currently have approximately 3600 staff extensions. These extensions do not have

dedicated DIDs. // Ques.: “I see '390' (7.1) phone numbers plus extensions and also '129' (7.2) phone

numbers plus extensions. Total = 519?” – Resp.: 519 would be the maximum number of DID numbers

we would be using / porting.  For clarification, we need approximately 3600 internal extensions and

approximately 500 DID Direct Dial numbers. // Ques.: “Out of the desired extensions (519?), will you

want all to have a desk phone associated with them, or will some need a desk phones and others just a

soft phone client? If so, how many of each?” – Resp.: Only certain locations will have desk phones, in

the Office staff locations. Teachers and other staff rely on their softphones or smartphone app. We

currently have approximately 500 VOIP phones deployed with our current system, and as we transition

our analog systems over to a VOIP system we would estimate around 900 phones would be required

for all of the office staff and common areas to have a VOIP desk phone.

02/15/2022

Q5 Question: 3CX or Equivalent

Below is the first point of Scope of Work. It says 3CX or Equivalent.

Are you open to evaluating other proposals specifically Microsoft Teams Phone System OR we should

pass the RFP as we do NOT offer 3 CX?

Platform based on 3CX Professional Edition or equivalent: 1.1. https://www.3cx.com/phone-

system/edition-comparison

Answer: We welcome proposals for alternative systems as long as the platform meets the minimum

requirements of 3CX or equivalent and meets the scope of services.

02/16/2022

Q6 Question: User count

What are the Total Number of users who need to be setup with Teams Phone System?

Answer: We need approximately 3600 users that would need an internal extension and around 500

DID direct dial numbers.

02/16/2022

Q7 Question: Call Center requirement

Do you need a Contact Center (Call Center)? If yes, how many users will be enabled for Contact

Center?

Answer: Currently, we do not require a call center.

02/16/2022
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Q8 Question: Call Recording requirement

Do you require Call Recording? If yes do you only need Call Recording for Contact Center Users OR

other users too? Please mention the count.

Answer: Yes, we currently record outside calls, but not internal extension to extension calls. We would

like call recording for every user, for outside calls only. User to user or extension to extension calls

would not be recorded.

02/16/2022

Q9 Question: Paging requirement

Do you have any existing Paging solution that needs to be integrated?

Answer: Yes, we have some Telcor Intercom systems that we would like to integrate into the solution.

02/16/2022

Q10 Question: Current environment

Where are your current Emails hosted?

Answer: Our e-mails are hosted online Office365 Exchange.

02/16/2022

Q11 Question: Existing Telecom provider

Do you want to switch your existing Telecom Provider? What is the name of existing provider?

Answer: We currently use AT&T for our analog systems and a hosted VOIP provider for our current

VOIP system. We would consider a different Telecom provider based on the proposal.

02/16/2022

Q12 Question: Ported phone numbers

Please mention the count of Phone numbers that needs to be ported?

Answer: We would need to port approximately 500 numbers from multiple providers. Porting over from

AT&T will be a gradual process as we convert school sites to a VOIP system.

02/16/2022

Q13 Question: Microsoft License

Do you currently have any Microsoft 365 Licensing? Please share name and count of each type of

license.

Answer: Yes. We are currently using the following relevant licenses: M365 EDU A3 license – 3600

Staff and 40,000 Student; Audio Conf EDU license – 500 users; MS365 A5 Security EDU – 3600 Staff

and 40,000 Student; O365ProPlusforDvcsEDU – 4300 users.

02/16/2022

Q14 Question: Number of DIDs

How many DID phone numbers will port?

Answer: 519 would be the maximum number of DID numbers we would be using / porting. For

clarification, we need approximately 3600 internal extensions and approximately 500 DID Direct Dial

numbers.

02/17/2022
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Q15 Question: Number of Phones

We see 390 Phones legacy phones and licenses as well as 129 3CX phones and licenses.  Is the total

number of phones 519 across all locations including any administration building phones?

Answer: Only certain locations will have desk phones, in the Office staff locations. Teachers and other

staff rely on their softphones or smartphone app. We currently have approximately 500 VOIP phones

deployed with our current system, and as we transition our analog systems over to a VOIP system we

would estimate around 900 phones would be required for all of the office staff and common areas to

have a VOIP desk phone.

02/17/2022

Q16 Question: Intercom Description Please

Can we have a description of any Intercom and Paging Service Integration necessary?

Answer: We currently have some Telcor Intercom systems that we would like to integrate into the

solution. Integration would be the ability to use the VOIP Phone system to address the Intercom.

02/17/2022

Q17 Question: Integration of MN

Does the school district Mass Notification platform require integration?

Answer: No, not at this time. It is a separate system.

02/17/2022
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Q18 Question: AT&T QUESTIONS

1.How many actual users (extensions/phones) do you have?

a.How many of those are classrooms?

b.How many of those are common areas (lobbies, staff lounges, cafeteria, etc.)?

c.How many are conference rooms

2.Are you looking for actual phone devices, or are you looking for 100% web-based or smartphone

endpoints?

a.How many?

b.Can you please give an idea of how many entry level, mid-level, executive phone models?

c.Does your current LAN provide PoE to all locations where a physical phone is required?

3.What phone system(s) do you currently have?

a.What type of phone devices do you currently have?

4.What type of Intercom and Paging system (manufacturer & Models) need to be integrated to?

a.What is the physical connection (FXS, FXO, SIP, POTS analog, etc.)?

b.How many locations/systems

5.many traditional USERS, as in individuals that need to have a phone or access to an app (“endpoint”)

6.How many Common Area devices, as in breakrooms, conference rooms, classrooms, etc.

7.Is the expectation to use existing legacy phone equipment or will new equipment be purchased to

update with the new technology?

8.Are individuals expected to be able to work remotely from home as needed?

a.Without a VPN or private connection?  (As in Unified Communications “as a Service”)

9.Are there any “Company Owned” mobile devices that are part of this inventory?

a.Is “One number reach” a preferred method in these cases versus downloading an app if available?

10.Is the current paging system independent of the existing phone equipment?

a.Who is the manufacturer?  Make/model?

11.Any 1FB’s or “traditional lines” being used for security, fire, or elevator alarms?

12.Is FedRAMP or any Compliance mandates needed in this environment?

13.Are there any additional integrations or considerations necessary, as in “active shooter” broadcasts?

Please list.

Answer: 1) 3600. Every staff member receives an extension that they should be able to use with their

softphone or mobile app; 1-a) Currently we have not been putting phone handsets in classrooms. The

teacher would use their softphone app in that scenario; 1-b) We have approximately 170 common area

VOIP Phones deployed. More would be added as additional schools are move to the VOIP system; 1-c)

We have around 15 conference phones deployed. // 2) A combination. All of our 3600 staff should have

an extension that is accessible with the web-based softphone or smartphone app. We currently have

approximately 500 VOIP Handsets deployed, with plans to add another 500; 2-a) See previous

response; 2-b) We would like to standardize with a mid-level phone for all these users; 2-c) No, we do

not have POE is every location. Power adapters may be required. // 3) We are using 3CX for our VOIP

System, along with Various Analog PBX systems that we will be replacing with VOIP service; 3-a)

Various, but all of our VOIP Phones are Yealink T23, T27, T31, and T43 models. // 4) Telcor, at the

newer school locations; 4-a) SIP, for the newer systems. Older systems may not be possible to

integrate; 4-b) Up to 36 schools. // 5) 3600, all staff will need access to their own extension. // 6)

Approximately 170. // 7) A combination. We plan to use our existing Yealink VOIP Phones if possible.

The older Analog systems would be completely replaced. // 8) Yes; 8-a) Without a VPN. // 9) Yes; 9-a)

Downloading an app is preferred. // 10) Yes; 10-a) Telcor, other various models. // 11) Yes, we plan to

keep those with the current analog service. // 12) No. // 13) Not at this time.

02/17/2022
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Q19 Question: Number of Phones

How many administrator/receptionist phones do you need?

Answer: We currently have approximately 500 VOIP Handsets deployed, with plans to add another

500.

02/17/2022

Q20 Question: Number of Phones

How many staff phones do you need?

Answer: Please refer to question and response #19.

02/17/2022

Q21 Question: Number of Phones

How many classroom phones do you need?

Answer: Please refer to question and response #19.

02/17/2022

Q22 Question: Timeline for 1st Phase

How many schools would need to me completed by Aug 22, 2022?

Answer: Fifteen (15)

02/17/2022

Q23 Question: Fax/Elevator Lines

Would you like fax machine lines and elevator lines included in the quote? If so, how many?

Answer: Not at this time.

02/17/2022

Q24 Question: Network Drops

Will you have network drops at locations where we will put phone?

Answer: Yes, we will have a network drop at each location. If they phones have LAN pass through, that

is also acceptable.

02/17/2022

Q25 Question: POE Switches

Will the switches that the phones are on be POE?

Answer: No, power adapters should be included with each phone as not every switch is POE capable.

02/17/2022
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